We investigate the beam divergence in far-field region, diffraction loss and optical confinement factors of allsemiconductor and void-semiconductor photonic-crystal surface-emitting lasers (PCSELs), containing either InGaP/GaAs or InGaP/air photonic crystals using a three-dimensional FDTD model. We explore the impact of changing the PC hole shape, size, and lattice structure in addition to the choice of all-semiconductor or void-semiconductor designs. We discuss the determination of the threshold gain from the diffraction losses, and explore limitations to direct modulation of the PCSEL.
INTRODUCTION
Photonic crystal surface-emitting lasers (PCSELs) are semiconductor lasers with two-dimensional photonic crystals (PCs) providing both surface emission and in-plane feedback inside the laser cavity. PCSELs can generate polarizationcontrolled 1 , low-divergent and high-power single mode laser beams 2 . It has been demonstrated that the shape of holes in the PC can control vertical optical confinement 3 and enhance the surface emission of PCSELs 4 . Recently, coherentlycoupled PCSEL arrays allowing coherent power scaling 5 and electron control of coherence between elements 6 have been demonstrated.
Most PCSELs reported to date have the PC formed by a pattern of holes (atoms) sitting inside laser, which poses possible issues in reliability, manufacturability, and in flexibility of design due to the low refractive index PC layer. We therefore wished to make the device all-semiconductor and have demonstrated PCSELs with all-semiconductor In 0.48 Ga 0.52 P/GaAs PC layers through epitaxial regrowth 7 . Although semiconductor-air PCSELs have been researched extensively, allsemiconductor PCSELs are still being intensively studied.
There are two kinds of optical PCSEL models: coupled-mode-theory-based analytical models and models based on a numerical finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. Coupled-mode theory of PCs and PCSELs is complicated, but it also needs to be developed for each single PC geometry and polarisation 8, 9, 10 . Using the FDTD method, PCs and PCSELs can be modelled with minimal assumptions. Moreover, the FDTD model takes into account diffraction effects caused by the PC and waveguide effects provided by the laser waveguide. Modelled PCSELs may have any number of waveguide layers, any shape of atoms situated in any layer of the laser. However, FDTD models are very time and computer memory demanding.
In this work we use the FDTD method 11 to investigate two-dimensional PC and all-semiconductor PCSELs. We investigate the effects of PC geometry on the diffraction loss and surface emission of PCSELs. We also compare results of the FDTD method to results of an eigenmode solver were possible 12 .
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